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What is the Montessori
Alternative Public School
Society (MAPSS)?

MAPSS helps make public Montessori
school possible in Calgary. The Calgary
Board of Education (CBE) provides

MONTESSORI AND ME
by Heidi O'Grady

equal funding to all schools. However,
this funding does not cover the cost of
Montessori materials integral to
Montessori education. MAPSS raises
funds to purchase Montessori materials
and parent resources for each school.
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As we start a New Year I thought we would try out a
new newsletter format. In each edition going forward I
will ask one of our MAPSS members to talk about what
makes Montessori a good choice for them and their
family.
As the board member responsible for communication
and newsletters, I will put my hand up to be the first
MAPSS member to share their thoughts on Montessori
as a choice for their family.
I was raised in Ireland where my mother worked as a
Montessori teacher for preschool children up to the age
of 6. Of course, I didn't really understand all the
principles behind a Montessori education until I was
much older and had children of my own. Around the
time my oldest child was 3, I looked into Montessori
education options for elementary school and was
thrilled to see it was an option with the CBE.
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MONTESSORI & ME
At the time we lived in Silver Springs NW and, I admit, we considered moving to Brentwood to
ensure our son would have a place at Captain John Palliser school. These drastic measure were
not needed as he did get a place in Kindergarten in 2017!
One of my favorite things about Montessori is "follow the child".

Follow the child, they will show you what they need to do, what they
need to develop in themselves and what area they need to be
challenged in. The aim of the children who persevere in their work with
an object is certainly not to ‘learn’; they are drawn to it by the needs of
their inner life, which must be recognized and developed by its means.
—Maria Montessori
To me this means each child has their own
development timetable, and as such, learn at their
own pace. If a child needs more time in a particular
area, then she is given that time to really learn that
concept or skill. If she has mastered a skill or
concept, she is given the opportunity to learn more
about the concept through extensions or she is
presented with more complex work to build on her
knowledge of the concept. I love that the learning
never ends.

MONTESSORI AT HOME

Taken from amshq.org/Family-Resources/Montessori-at-Home

Have you marveled at the remarkable order of the Montessori classroom? Has your child told
you that at school she peels her own banana? Does your teenager hang or put away all her
clothes—without being asked?
Encouraging order, independence, and self-motivation are fundamental to the Montessori
approach. Carefully designed classrooms allow students to develop competence in caring for
themselves and their surroundings. And from the sense of pride that “I did it myself!” blooms
the confidence to take on the world.

Bringing Montessori principles into your home can be a valuable
bridge to what your child learns at school.
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MONTESSORI AT HOME
1. CREATE AN ORDERED ENVIRONMENT

Sitting at a small table. Having a place for everything, on a child-friendly scale, encourages both
independence and self-discipline. Children know where to find what they need, and where to
put it when they’re done. An ordered environment also has fewer distractions, allowing children
to focus on the task at hand.
To make things accessible to your young child:
Provide low shelves or drawers for clothing
Keep a small step stool in the bathroom and kitchen so your child can reach the sink
Arrange toys and games on low open shelves with a particular place for each. Sort smaller
items into trays or baskets by category, such as puzzles and art supplies
Put healthy snacks and foods on a low pantry shelf so your child can help himself
Pour drinks into small, manageable pitchers placed on a low refrigerator shelf. Keep cups
within your child’s reach—along with a sponge to clean up spills

Child sized furniture tells youCchildren - this is your home too.

Having things at the correct level for your child
enables them to do things on their own and will
breed confidence and independence

A place for everything and everything in its place.
Less is More – The Beauty in the Simplicity of a
Prepared Montessori Environment
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MONTESSORI AT HOME
2.TEACH REAL-LIFE SKILLS

Montessori students are taught to take care of themselves and their classroom and to be helpful
to others. They wash tables, organize shelves, prepare their own meals, and assist younger
children. In addition to mastering real-life skills, they come to see themselves as valued
members of the community.
Having your child help at home can bring similar rewards. Take the time to teach each skill
separately and to repeat the lesson as needed. Each task your child masters adds to his
confidence and self-esteem.
Young children can peel vegetables, fold their
clothes, match their socks, and care for pets.
“Tweens” can sort the mail and take out the
recycling.
Adolescents can prepare the family dinner, read
to their younger siblings, help with computer
maintenance and home repair, and manage their
own bank account.
Consider a Peace Table.

A Peace Table can be used by children to encourage conflict resolution
through peaceful and respectful communication. When used for
conflict resolution, it encourages children to talk about what’s on their
mind and gives them a specific place and method to achieve an
agreeable solution.
How to set up a peace table at home

The table should be placed in a quiet area
of the house away from activity. Before the
children use the table a lesson should be
given explaining that this is somewhere
we can go when we are feeling upset
When we are upset with another person
we can also invite them to sit with us at
the table. I think the Peace Table is a
https://iheartmontessori.wordpress.com/2012/11/27/setting- lovely way to allow children to practice a
the-peace-table-children-conflict-resolution/
period of calmness.

g
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your child learns at school. Here are some
ways to build that connection.

MONTESSORI AT HOME
3. PROMOTE CONCENTRATION

The ability to focus and concentrate is an
important skill for learning. You can help develop
your child’s concentration by observing what
sparks her interest. Set her up with the means
and materials to explore it, and let her work
without interruption.
While your child’s work environment should be
free of distraction, it doesn’t have to be away
from family activity. Observe your child’s
response to various environments, ask questions,
and make adjustments as needed.

"The first essential for the child's development is concentration. It lays
the whole basis for his character and social behavior. He must find out
how to concentrate, and for this he needs things to concentrate upon.
This shows the importance of his surroundings." - Maria Montessori.

4. NURTURE INNER MOTIVATION

Children are most willing to apply themselves
when they feel there’s intrinsic value to their work.

9 Phrases you can use
to build resiliency

Some parents use external rewards as motivation,

That was hard, and you did it!

but only pride and pleasure from within has

I want you to try, and I’m right here

lasting, and meaningful, effects.

if you get stuck.
Who could you ask for help?

Montessori teachers refrain from using traditional

Do you remember when tying your

classroom rewards such as gold stars and merit-

shoes was so hard?

based privileges. Instead, they focus on nurturing

I need your help.

each child’s personal sense of accomplishment.

Which part can I help with?

Even praise is given sparingly—saved to

You look really upset, would you

acknowledge a child’s effort, rather than the

like help talking to your friend?

outcome of her work.

That was hard for me, and I did it. I
feel proud of myself.

By expressing encouragement and appreciation for
your child’s efforts, you can help nurture an inner
motivation that will serve her for life.

Do you need a break?
https://www.mother.ly/child/montessoriphrases-to-teach-resiliency
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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UPCOMING MAPSS MEETINGS - ALL WELCOME
2019; Jan 10th, Feb 7th, March 7th, May 2nd, June 6th. All at 809 46 Ave SE, Calgary, Alberta
T2G 2A5 from 7- 9 pm

JAN 14 2019 - KINDERGARTEN REGISTRATION
Mark your calendars, kindergarten registrations begins on Monday, January 14, 2019. Learn
more on the CBE website
https://www.cbe.ab.ca/registration/registration/Pages/Kindergarten-to-Grade-9.aspx

JAN 16 2019 - MONTESSORI OPEN HOUSE
Captain John Palliser School Montessori Open House. Please join us in the gymnasium
where teachers and school leaders will share important information about the Montessori
Program, the Montessori philosophy and how this program is integrated into the public
school setting.

APR 3 & 4 2019 - CASINO FUNDRAISER
One of the biggest fundraising opportunities for MAPSS is
coming this spring. On Wed April 3rd and Thurs April 4th we
will volunteer for a Casino event and we NEED YOUR HELP !
Come out for a shift with family and friends (volunteers do not need to be members of MAPSS)
and have a GREAT time while helping MAPSS secure the funds needed to continue to support
our Montessori schools.
We will be recruiting volunteers starting in the New Year. STAY TUNED!

SPRING 2019 - MAPSS MOVIE EVENT
Presenting “The Secret Life of Pets 2" at Landmark
Cinemas in Shawnessy S.W. & Country Hills N.E.
Come and connect with other Montessori families
and learn more about MAPSS – who we are, what
we do, and how we support the Montessori
program in Calgary’s public schools and its
teachers.
Dates, times and registration to follow.
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